Dynamic representat
r
tions of speed in sentence processing
Subm
mission type: Either
It has been increasinglly establisheed that meanning in langguage is roooted in our
perceptuuomotor ex
xperience [1], and that language
l
coomprehensioon can lead to experienntial
“simulaations” [2]. With
W the lin
nguistic desscription of motion events, compreehenders need to
update the
t position
ns of entitiess, along witth making innferences reegarding thee path and manner
m
of
motion.. One such inference
i
iss the speed aat which an entity movves. We usedd an eye traacking
visual-w
world parad
digm to asseess simulatio
ons [3], investigating how
h speed innformation signalled
by verbb semantics would influ
uence visuall attention to a scene. In addition, we looked at
a how
speed-aassociated in
nferences in
nfluenced m
movement tim
me in a mouuse trackingg task.
A norming study was cconducted tto help selecct 16 “fast” and 16 “sloow” verbs th
hat were
rated too differ in sp
peed and be appropriatee as verbs describing
d
agentive movvement. Aloong with
18 fillerr sentences,, these verbss were usedd to describee events in visual-world
v
d scenes whhich
featuredd an agent, a path, and a goal object, with an example
e
sceene and acccompanyingg sentences
illustratted in Figurre 1.

Figure 1. Example scene for thhe sentencees “The trucck will dart/l
/lumber alonng the trackk to the
”.
temple”
Eye movem
ments were recorded
r
ass participantts heard spooken versionns of the senntences
whist loooking at th
he matching scenes. Folllowing the eye trackinng study, paarticipants were
w again
exposedd to the picttures and seentences butt after the seentenced ennded they ussed the mouuse to move
the agennt, with insttructions to focus on thhe end state of the movement evennt by movingg the agent
to wherre the senten
nce describees it will moove to.
Our main prediction
p
w that partticipants woould spend more
was
m
time loooking alonng the path
for the sslow senten
nces comparred with thee fast sentennces. We resstricted our analysis to the mean
total duuration of fix
xations betw
ween the onnset of the verb
v
and object noun. With
W twenty-two native
Englishh speakers we
w found a significant
s
iinteraction between
b
verrb speed andd the scene regions;
while thhere was no
o significantt differencess for the ageent or backgground, as we
w predictedd,
particippants spent more
m
time lo
ooking alonng the path region
r
for slow
s
verb seentences com
mpared
with fasst verbs. In addition, we
w found significantly greater
g
lookiing times att the goal reegion for
fast verrb sentencess consistent with a fasteer event leadding to earllier arrival at
a the goal. The
T
analysiss of the mou
use trackingg study reveealed signifiicantly greaater total mo
ovement tim
me for the

slow verb sentences compared with the fast verb sentence, indicating that the verb semantics
influenced motor processing.
These results indicate that dynamic information associated with the inferred speed of a
linguistically described motion event influence visual attention and motor execution in a way
consistent with simulation-based accounts of language comprehension. These results further our
understanding of the on-line processing involved in the understanding of motion events.
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